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Key Points:11
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Abstract18

There are two distinct parameterizations for the restratification effect of mesoscale19

eddies: the Greatbatch and Lamb (1990, GL90) parameterization, which mixes horizon-20

tal momentum in the vertical, and the Gent and McWilliams (1990, GM90) parameter-21

ization, which flattens isopycnals adiabatically. Even though these two parameterizations22

are effectively equivalent under the assumption of quasi-geostrophy, GL90 has been used23

much less than GM90, and exclusively in z-coordinate models. In this paper, we com-24

pare the GL90 and GM90 parameterizations in an idealized isopycnal coordinate model,25

both from a theoretical and practical perspective. From a theoretical perspective, GL9026

is more attractive than GM90 for isopycnal coordinate models because GL90 provides27

an interpretation that is fully consistent with thickness-weighted isopycnal averaging, while28

GM90 cannot be entirely reconciled with any fully isopycnal averaging framework. From29

a practical perspective, the GL90 and GM90 parameterizations lead to extremely sim-30

ilar energy levels, flow and vertical structure, even though their energetic pathways are31

very different. The striking resemblance between the GL90 and GM90 simulations per-32

sists from non-eddying through eddy-permitting resolution. We conclude that GL90 is33

a promising alternative to GM90 for isopycnal coordinate models, where it is more con-34

sistent with theory, computationally more efficient, easier to implement, and numerically35

more stable. Assessing the applicability of GL90 in realistic global ocean simulations with36

hybrid coordinate schemes should be a priority for future work.37

Plain Language Summary38

Ocean models are complex simulations run on large supercomputers, and are use-39

ful for predicting changes in ocean circulation and climate. Ocean models divide the globe40

into grid cells. Choosing many, very small grid cells is not feasible because the simula-41

tions would take too much time and would be too expensive. Therefore, the grid cells42

in most ocean models are not small enough to simulate mesoscale eddies. Mesoscale ed-43

dies are swirling motions that are less than 100 km wide and play an important role in44

transporting heat and carbon throughout the ocean. To still account for the effects of45

mesoscale eddies, one can use approximate “parameterizations”. Which parameteriza-46

tion is “best” is an ongoing research question. This paper compares two parameteriza-47

tions that simulate the effect of mesoscale eddies in two distinct ways: the commonly used48

Gent and McWilliams (1990) parameterization and the less commonly used Greatbatch49

and Lamb (1990) parameterization. This paper shows that the two parameterizations50

impact ocean circulation in a very similar way, and that for a certain class of models the51

Greatbatch and Lamb (1990) parameterization has advantages because it is more con-52

sistent with physical and mathematical theory, is easier to code, and leads to faster com-53

putations.54

1 Introduction55

The majority of oceanic kinetic energy is contained in the mesoscale eddy field, at56

horizontal scales of tens to hundreds of kilometers (Storer et al., 2022). Mesoscale ed-57

dies have a profound impact on the vertical structure of the oceanic flow (de La Lama58

et al., 2016; Kjellsson & Zanna, 2017; Yankovsky et al., 2022). Eddy interfacial form stress,59

described by correlations between isopcynal interface displacements and pressure fluc-60

tuations, transfers horizontal momentum downward through layers of successively greater61

density (Johnson & Bryden, 1989). The role of interfacial form stress is perhaps most62

prominent in the Southern Ocean, where it mediates a governing momentum balance be-63

tween the surface wind stress and topographic form stress across submarine ridges (Munk64

& Palmén, 1951; Rintoul et al., 2001).65
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Mesoscale eddies are not resolved in most of today’s global ocean and climate mod-66

els, and their effect on the larger-scale circulation and tracer transport needs to be pa-67

rameterized. Greatbatch and Lamb (1990, hereafter GL90) and Greatbatch (1998) sug-68

gested that eddy interfacial form stress can be parameterized by a vertical eddy viscos-69

ity added to the model momentum equation. The GL90 scheme implies vertical mixing70

of geostrophic momentum, and acts as a sign-definite sink of kinetic energy. The GL9071

vertical viscosity parameterization is consistent with a thickness-weighted average (TWA)72

framework (Young, 2012), in which the momentum equation solves for the isopycnal TWA73

velocity.74

The TWA framework stands in contrast to the Eulerian mean and the isopycnal75

non-TWA frameworks. In the latter two frameworks, the model momentum equation solves76

only for the large-scale resolved velocity, while the eddy-induced velocity needs to be pa-77

rameterized. The latter task is accomplished by the Gent and McWilliams (1990, here-78

after GM90) scheme, with the eddy-induced velocity added to the model thickness and79

tracer equations. The GM90 parameterization mimics the effect of mesoscale eddies to80

adiabatically flatten isopycnals of large-scale currents, and acts as a sign-definite sink81

of available potential energy (Gent et al., 1995; Griffies, 1998). In spite of their formally82

different nature, the GL90 and GM90 parameterizations both mimic the restratification83

effect of mesoscale eddies. The two parameterizations can be linked via thermal wind84

balance: By flattening isopycnals, GM90 decreases horizontal density gradients, and thus85

reduces the vertical shear of the geostrophic flow. GL90 directly parameterizes the lat-86

ter effect by mixing momentum in the vertical, with the baroclinicity adjusting via an87

ageostrophic flow. Moreover, by means of geostrophy, the GL90 vertical viscosity νGL
88

can be cast in terms of the GM90 interface height diffusivity κGM as89

νGL = κGMf2/N2, (1)

where f is the Coriolis parameter and N the buoyancy frequency (McWilliams & Gent,90

1994).91

Even though born in the same year, the GM90 and GL90 schemes have enjoyed92

vastly different degrees of usage in ocean climate models. Shortly after being introduced,93

the GM90 scheme was shown to improve the representation of many flow features in global94

ocean circulation models, including the thermocline, water mass distribution, overturn-95

ing circulation, and deep convection (Danabasoglu et al., 1994). Due to its great suc-96

cess, many modeling centers have adopted the GM90 parameterization (Gent, 2011), and97

the GM90 scheme is now employed in virtually every non-eddying ocean climate model98

(Griffies et al., 2016). In contrast, the GL90 scheme has seen only very limited use, and99

exclusively in models that (i) use z-coordinates and (ii) are of coarse (> 1◦) grid spac-100

ing (McWilliams & Gent, 1994; Ferreira & Marshall, 2006; Zhao & Vallis, 2008; Saenz101

et al., 2015).102

The objective of our study is to compare the GL90 and GM90 parameterizations103

in isopycnal coordinates, both from a theoretical and practical perspective, and across104

a range of non-eddying to eddy-permitting resolutions. To accomplish this goal, we work105

with a stacked shallow water model, which uses isopycnal coordinates in a fully adiabatic106

limit.107

2 Averaged stacked shallow water equations108

The stacked shallow water equations describe the equations of motion for layer thick-109

ness hn, tracer concentration Cn, and horizontal velocity un = (un, vn) in each layer110
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1 ≤ n ≤ N of constant density (Section 3.3 of Vallis, 2017):111

∂thn +∇ · (hnun) = 0, (2)

∂tCn + un · ∇Cn = 0, (3)

∂tun + un · ∇un + f ẑ × un = −∇Mn + Fn. (4)

Here, ∇ denotes the two-dimensional horizontal gradient operator acting on fields within112

layers. In equation (4), f is the Coriolis parameter,113

Mn =

n∑
k=1

grk−1/2 ηk−1/2 (5)

is the shallow water Montgomery potential, and Fn describes the vertical stress diver-114

gence and horizontal friction terms. In the Montgomery potential, gr

k−1/2 = g(ρk−ρk−1)/ρo115

and ηk−1/2 = −D +
∑N

i=k hi denote the reduced gravity and the interface height at116

interface k−1/2, respectively, where ρo is the reference density, and D the ocean depth.117

Fields carrying a half-layer index, k ± 1/2, live on layer interfaces.118

The tracer equation (3) and velocity equation (4) are written in their advective form.119

Advective formulations lack conservative interpretations of both the eddy-mean field equa-120

tions (as detailed in Appendix A) and numerical implementations. This limitation of the121

advective formulations is problematic since local and global conservation, especially for122

tracers, are essential for ocean circulation models used for climate studies (e.g., Griffies123

et al., 2016). We are thus motivated to consider the thickness-weighted equations, whereby124

advective transport appears as the divergence of a flux. The thickness-weighted equa-125

tions offer an ideal framework for conservation, such as realized using finite volume meth-126

ods (e.g., Griffies et al., 2020). For that purpose, we use the thickness equation (2) to127

transform equations (3) and (4) to thickness-weighted tracer and velocity equations128

∂t(hnCn) +∇ · (hnunCn) = 0, (6)

∂t(hnun) +∇ · (hnun ⊗ un) + f ẑ × hnun = −hn∇Mn + hnFn. (7)

2.1 Non-TWA equations129

Averaging the non-thickness-weighted equations (2)-(4) leads to the following equa-130

tion set:131

∂thn +∇ · (hnun + h′
nu

′
n) = 0 (8)

∂tCn + un · ∇Cn + u′
n · ∇C ′

n = 0 (9)

∂tun + un · ∇un + u′
n · ∇u′

n + f ẑ × un = −∇Mn + F n. (10)

Here, .̄ denotes an along-isopycnal Reynolds average, and primed variables represent de-132

viations from this average.133

The eddy term in the averaged thickness equation (8) can be related to the bolus134

velocity135

ubolus
n ≡ h′

nu
′
n

hn

, (11)

arising from along-isopycnal correlations between thickness and horizontal velocity (Rhines136

& Young, 1982; Griffies, 2004). As anticipated at the start of this section, the eddy terms137

in the non-TWA tracer and velocity equations (9) and (10) are not in the form of the138

divergence of a flux, and cannot be re-written in such a way. Instead, the eddy terms139

are non-conservative, which is associated with the fact that non-thickness-weighted av-140

eraging along isopycnal layers conserves neither tracers nor momentum (Appendix A).141
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2.2 TWA equations142

We now derive the TWA stacked shallow water equations. Our derivation can be143

viewed as a simpler (discrete) version of the analysis in Young (2012), who derived the144

TWA equations for continuous isopycnal coordinates. Following the notation in Young145

(2012), we define a thickness-weighted average via146

Ĉn =
hnCn

hn

. (12)

Deviations from this average are denoted by a double prime ′′. Since ·̄ is a Reynolds av-147

erage, so is the operator ·̂, though unlike ·̄, the thickness-weighted average ·̂ does not com-148

mute with derivatives.149

We can derive the TWA equations by applying ·̄ to the thickness equation (2), as150

well as the thickness-weighted tracer and velocity equations (6) and (7):151

∂thn +∇ · (hnûn) = 0, (13)

∂t

(
h̄nĈn

)
+∇ ·

(
h̄nûnĈn

)
= −∇ · (hnû′′

nC
′′
n), (14)

∂tûn + ûn · ∇ûn +
1

hn

∇ ·
[
hn

̂u′′
n ⊗ u′′

n

]
+ f ẑ × ûn = −∇Mn − ∇̂M ′

n + F̂n. (15)

In equation (13), we have used the identity hnun = hnûn . Equation (14) employs the152

identity hnunCn = hnûnCn = hn(ûnĈn + û′′
nC

′′
n), and equation (15) the identity153

∂tûn = ∂t

(
hun

hn

)
=

1

hn

∂t(hun)−
ûn

hn

∂thn.

The TWA thickness equation (13) contains no explicit eddy terms, but it is simply a re-154

writing of equation (8) using different notation. The following identity relates the TWA,155

non-TWA, and bolus velocities:156

ûn = un +
h′
nu

′
n

hn

= un + û′
n = un + ubolus

n . (16)

The TWA momentum equation (15), in turn, contains not one, but two eddy terms: be-157

sides the nonlinear Reynolds stress term, we identify an eddy form stress term, which158

can also be written as159

hn∇̂M ′
n = h′

n∇M ′
n . (17)

We note that, strictly speaking, hn∇̂M ′
n is the sum of the eddy form stress and a sec-160

ond term: an eddy pressure term (Appendix B). Greatbatch (1998) argues that this sec-161

ond term is negligibly small relative to the eddy form stress. We follow Greatbatch’s as-162

sumption, and will hereafter refer to hn∇̂M ′
n simply as the “eddy form stress”. To clar-163

ify the physical meaning of the eddy form stress, notice that ∇Mn = −f ẑ×ug
n where164

ug
n is the geostrophic velocity, and thus165

−hn∇̂M ′
n = f ẑ × h′

nu
g
n
′ ≈ f ẑ × h′

nun
′, (18)

where the approximate identity holds if u′
n is mostly geostrophic. The eddy form stress166

is therefore directly related to the geostrophic component of the eddy bolus velocity, h′
nu

g
n
′
/hn.167

2.3 Consistency with parameterizations168

The purpose of this section is to connect the eddy terms in the respective equa-169

tion sets (8)-(10) and (13)-(15) with commonly used eddy parameterizations in isopy-170

cnal coordinates. The discussion applies to isopycnal coordinate models like the Miami171

Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM; Bleck et al., 1992) and the Bergen Lay-172

ered Ocean Model (BLOM; Seland et al., 2020), to stacked shallow water models (Marques173
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et al., 2022), and to the isopycnal coordinate regions of hybrid coordinate ocean mod-174

els (e.g. Bleck, 2002; Ringler et al., 2013; Adcroft et al., 2019).175

We first discuss the thickness equation. The bolus velocity (11) that appears in equa-176

tion (8) as part of the non-TWA framework is commonly parameterized by the GM90177

eddy velocity (Gent et al., 1995). Therefore, the non-TWA thickness equation (8) is con-178

sistent with model formulations that use the GM90 parameterization, if we interpret the179

GM90 eddy velocity as the bolus velocity.180

We next consider the tracer equation. Isopycnal coordinate models often use two181

distinct parameterizations in the tracer equation: the GM90 eddy velocity (Gent et al.,182

1995) to advect tracers and volume, and along-isopycnal diffusion. The TWA tracer equa-183

tion (14) is in line with these conventions. Indeed, the TWA velocity in the advection184

term can be written as û = u+ubolus
n (equation (16)), where the bolus velocity is pa-185

rameterized by GM90. The eddy term on the right hand side of (14) can be parameter-186

ized in terms of a tracer mixing tensor (Griffies, 2004):187

û′′
nC

′′
n = −J · ∇Ĉn. (19)

Assuming that J is a positive-definite, symmetric, and isotropic tensor, it can be related188

to the small slope version of the isopycnal diffusion tensor (Gent & McWilliams, 1990).189

Note that the antisymmetric component of the along-isopycnal mixing tensor, which also190

acts as an eddy-induced advection, is not identified with the GM90 parameterization here.191

Whereas the TWA tracer equation is consistent with the usual treatment of along-isopycnal192

diffusion in isopycnal coordinate models, the non-TWA tracer equation (9) is not. Specif-193

ically, the fact that the eddy term in the non-TWA tracer equation is non-conservative194

is contrary to how eddy terms are commonly parameterized in isopycnal coordinate mod-195

els.196

Finally, we turn to the momentum equation. The nonlinear Reynolds stress term197

in the TWA momentum equation (15) conserves momentum, and corresponds naturally198

to commonly used viscous closures. However, the eddy term on the right hand side of199

the TWA momentum equation (15), the eddy form stress (17), is currently not param-200

eterized in isopycnal coordinate models (but could be parameterized by GL90, see sec-201

tion 3). Considering the non-TWA momentum equation (10), we make a similar obser-202

vation as for the non-TWA tracer equation: the nonlinear eddy term is non-conservative,203

unlike commonly used viscous closures.204

In summary, the GM90 parameterizations seen in, e.g., MICOM and MOM6 are205

consistent with the non-TWA thickness equation and the TWA tracer equation, but nei-206

ther the non-TWA nor the TWA momentum equation (see also McDougall & McIntosh,207

2001). Note that all TWA equations (13)-(15) are consistent with the stacked shallow208

water model equations, as long as no GM90 parameterization is used and the unresolved209

eddy form stress in the momentum equation is assumed negligible. This interpretation210

of the model equations is applicable for eddy-resolving simulations without GM90. For211

non-eddying simulations, GL90 provides an avenue to parameterize the eddy terms in212

a way that is fully consistent with the TWA framework, i.e., equation set (13)-(15). This213

perspective motivates us to formulate and test a GL90 parameterization for the stacked214

shallow water equations in sections 3 and 4.215

3 The GM90 and GL90 parameterizations in isopycnal coordinates216

In this section, we derive a GL90 vertical viscosity parameterization for the eddy217

form stress (17) in the TWA stacked shallow water momentum equation (15). Using iden-218

tity (18), which relates the eddy form stress to the geostrophic component of the eddy219

bolus velocity, we can derive a formulation for the GL90 viscosity that makes the clo-220

sure effectively equivalent to GM90 in the geostrophic limit.221
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In isopycnal coordinates, the eddy bolus transport is parameterized by GM90 as222

follows (e.g., Adcroft et al., 2019):223

N∑
i=1

h′
iui

′ = 0, (20)

N∑
i=n

h′
iui

′ = −κGM
n−1/2∇η̄n−1/2, 2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, (21)

where the top layer is indexed by n = 1, and the bottom layer by n = N . The scalar224

κn−1/2 > 0 is the interface height diffusivity associated with interface n−1/2, and can225

vary in the horizontal and vertical. Identity (20) enforces that the GM90 streamfunc-226

tion is zero at the surface. Note that this is an assumption of the parameterization; in227

reality the left hand side of equation (20) does not need to be zero.228

For interior layers 1 < n < N , the eddy form stress can now be written as229

−hn∇̂M ′
n = −h′

n∇M ′
n ≈ f ẑ × h′

nu
′
n (22a)

= f ẑ ×
(
κGM
n+1/2∇ηn+1/2 − κGM

n−1/2∇ηn−1/2

)
(22b)

= f ẑ ×

(
κGM
n+1/2

∇Mn+1 −∇Mn

grn+1/2

− κGM
n−1/2

∇Mn −∇Mn−1

grn−1/2

)
(22c)

≈ f2

(
κGM
n−1/2

ûn − ûn−1

grn−1/2

− κGM
n+1/2

ûn+1 − ûn

grn+1/2

)
. (22d)

The two approximate identities above are based on an approximate geostrophic balance:230

the first applies to the eddies (see also equation (18)), and the second one is layer-wise231

geostrophic balance in the TWA momentum equation: f ẑ × ûn ≈ −∇M̄n. The iden-232

tities in (22b) and (22c) use equation (21) and the definition of the Montgomery poten-233

tial (5), respectively. Approximate geostrophic balance (used twice), together with equa-234

tions (20) and (21), also implies that in the uppermost and lowermost layer, we have235

−h1∇̂M ′
1 ≈ f2

(
−κGM

3/2

û2 − û1

gr3/2

)
, (23)

−hN ∇̂M ′
N ≈ f2

(
κGM
N−1/2

ûN − ûN−1

grN−1/2

)
. (24)

The expressions in (22d), (23) and (24) contain only TWA quantities, and are the236

derived parameterization. This parameterization is a discretization of237

−∇̂M ′ ≈ ∂z(ν
GL ∂zû), (25)

where the GL90 vertical viscosity at interface n− 1/2 is given by238

νGL
n−1/2 = κGM

n−1/2

(
f2 h̄n−1 + h̄n

2grn−1/2

)
, (26)

with stress-free boundary conditions at the top and bottom. Noting that the stratifica-239

tion in stacked shallow water is simply given by N2 = gr/h, the expression in (26) cor-240

responds exactly to the vertical viscosity in equation (1), as suggested in Greatbatch and241

Lamb (1990).242

We implement the GL90 vertical viscosity scheme in MOM6’s stacked shallow wa-243

ter configuration. Note that one achieves the correct top and bottom boundary condi-244

tions simply by setting the viscosities νGL
1/2 and νGL

N+1/2 to zero. The effect of these bound-245

ary conditions is similar to setting the GM90 streamfunction to zero at the boundaries.246
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Figure 1. (a) Ocean depth in the NeverWorld2 configuration. (b)-(d) The ratio

Ld/
p

(�x2 + �y2)/2, where Ld is the first baroclinic Rossby radius, and �x,�y are the zonal

and meridional grid spacings for horizontal grid spacings of (b) 1/2�, (c) 1/4�, and (d) 1/8�. The

green contour line marks the case Ld/
p

(�x2 + �y2)/2 = 2.

the thickness equation. For GL90, we use our newly implemented scheme that applies248

the vertical viscosity (26) in the momentum equation. We then compare the e↵ects of249

GM90 versus GL90 on the flow, including its energy levels, vertical structure, and en-250

ergy transfers.251

4.1 Model configuration252

We work within the NeverWorld2 configuration of MOM6 (?, ?), which was specif-253

ically developed for the study of mesoscale eddy parameterizations. With a single cross-254

equatorial basin and a re-entrant channel in the Southern Hemisphere, the NeverWorld2255

geometry means to represent idealized Atlantic and Southern Oceans (Figure 1(a)). Promi-256

nent features of the NeverWorld2 topography include an idealized Scotia Arc which par-257

tially blocks the re-entrant channel, an idealized mid-Atlantic ridge, and a continental258

shelf surrounding the Atlantic basin.259

NeverWorld2 solves the stacked shallow water thickness and velocity equations (2)260

and (4), with N = 15 layers, on a regular spherical grid, and as discretized by the GFDL-261

MOM6 numerical ocean code (?, ?). The NeverWorld2 setup does not include any trac-262

ers, so that in this section we focus on an analysis of circulation, flow, and energetics rather263

than tracer distributions. The term Fn in the velocity equation (4) has a horizontal and264

vertical component. The horizontal component, F h
n , consists of a biharmonic Smagorin-265

sky viscosity (?, ?). The vertical component contains the e↵ects of wind forcing, bottom266

drag, and vertical viscosity,267

F v
n = F wind

n + F drag
n + F visc

n . (27)

Wind forcing is applied by a prescribed surface wind stress that is distributed over the268

top 20 m and is fixed in time and zonally constant (see Figure 1 in ?, ?). The model uses269
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Figure 1. (a) Ocean depth in the NeverWorld2 configuration. (b)-(d) The ratio

Ld/
√

(∆x2 +∆y2)/2, where Ld is the first baroclinic Rossby radius, and ∆x,∆y are the zonal

and meridional grid spacings for horizontal grid spacings of (b) 1/2◦, (c) 1/4◦, and (d) 1/8◦. The

green contour line marks the case Ld/
√

(∆x2 +∆y2)/2 = 2.

From a practical perspective, the implementation of GM90 can be delicate near in- and247

outcrops; MOM6’s approach is to use limiters to avoid fluxing volume out of vanished248

layers. We find that special treatment for GL90 is not needed at the surface, but is in-249

deed required near the bottom. To avoid spurious large bottom velocities over the con-250

tinental slope, momentum needs to be prevented from being fluxed into vanished lay-251

ers near the bottom, e.g., through near-bottom tapering. Appendix C provides a detailed252

description of our GL90 implementation.253

4 Simulations254

In this section, we present idealized MOM6 simulations that use an isopycnal co-255

ordinate and either the GM90 or the GL90 parameterization. For GM90, we employ the256

scheme that was already implemented in MOM6; it acts via equations (20) and (21) in257

the thickness equation. For GL90, we use our newly implemented scheme that applies258

the vertical viscosity (26) in the momentum equation. We then compare the effects of259

GM90 versus GL90 on the flow, including its energy levels, vertical structure, and en-260

ergy transfers.261

4.1 Model configuration262

We work within the NeverWorld2 configuration of MOM6 (Marques et al., 2022),263

which was specifically developed for the study of mesoscale eddy parameterizations. With264

a single cross-equatorial basin and a re-entrant channel in the Southern Hemisphere, the265

NeverWorld2 geometry means to represent idealized Atlantic and Southern Oceans (Fig-266

ure 1(a)). Prominent features of the NeverWorld2 topography include an idealized Sco-267
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Table 1. Experiments performed in this study. Each row shows a pair of simulations that use

either the GM90 or the GL90 parameterization; here, the value of νGL is inferred from the value

of κGM under the assumption of quasi-geostrophy (see equation (1)). All GM diffusivities κGM

are horizontally and vertically constant.

GM90 GL90

Grid spacing (◦) κGM (m2 s−1) νGL (m2 s−1)

1/2 800 800 · f2/N2

1/4 300 300 · f2/N2

1/4 800 800 · f2/N2

1/8 100 100 · f2/N2

1/8 800 800 · f2/N2

tia Arc which partially blocks the re-entrant channel, an idealized mid-Atlantic ridge,268

and a continental shelf surrounding the Atlantic basin.269

NeverWorld2 solves the stacked shallow water thickness and velocity equations (2)270

and (4), with N = 15 layers, on a regular spherical grid, and as discretized by the GFDL-271

MOM6 numerical ocean code (Adcroft et al., 2019). The NeverWorld2 setup does not272

include any tracers, so that in this section we focus on an analysis of circulation, flow,273

and energetics rather than tracer distributions. The term Fn in the velocity equation274

(4) has a horizontal and vertical component. The horizontal component, F h
n , consists275

of a biharmonic Smagorinsky viscosity (Griffies & Hallberg, 2000). The vertical compo-276

nent contains the effects of wind forcing, bottom drag, and vertical viscosity,277

F v
n = Fwind

n + F drag
n + F visc

n . (27)

Wind forcing is applied by a prescribed surface wind stress that is distributed over the278

top 20m and is fixed in time and zonally constant (see Figure 1 in Marques et al., 2022).279

The model uses a quadratic bottom drag law and a background kinematic vertical vis-280

cosity of 10−4 m2 s−1. The shallow water layers are immiscible, thus facilitating a rel-281

atively rapid spin-up of the configuration. More details on the NeverWorld2 model setup282

can be found in Marques et al. (2022).283

4.2 Experiments284

Marques et al. (2022) present NeverWorld2 simulations for grid spacings of 1/4◦,285

1/8◦, 1/16◦, and 1/32◦, with these simulations using no mesoscale eddy parameteriza-286

tions other than the biharmonic Smagorinsky viscosity and the background vertical vis-287

cosity; these simulations will hereafter be referred to as “unparameterized”. In this study,288

we perform additional experiments at horizontal grid spacing of 1/2◦, 1/4◦ and 1/8◦ that289

use either the GM90 or the GL90 parameterization.290

Figures 1(b)-(d) show the diagnostic Ld/
√
(∆x2 +∆y2)/2 for our three resolutions291

of interest, where292

Ld = c1/
√
f2 + 2βc1 (28)

is the first baroclinic deformation radius (Hallberg, 2013). Here, c1 denotes the first-mode293

internal gravity wave speed, f the Coriolis parameter, and β = ∂yf its meridional gra-294

dient. ∆x,∆y are the zonal and meridional grid spacings. A commonly used criterion295

for deeming mesoscale eddies resolved is Ld/
√
((∆x)2 + (∆y)2)/2 ≥ 2, i.e., at least two296

grid boxes need to fall within the deformation radius. Regions that are bounded by the297
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Figure 2. 2000-day averaged GL90 vertical viscosity νGL (green shading) and layer interfaces

(black lines) along a south-north transect at 10◦E for the five GL90 experiments in Table 1. Note

that the background vertical viscosity is 10−4 m2 s−1, i.e., orders of magnitude smaller than the

GL90 vertical viscosity except in the equatorial region.
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green contour line are eddy-resolving according to this definition. Overall, Figures 1(b)-298

(d) suggest that the grid spacings 1/2◦, 1/4◦, and 1/8◦ span a range from non-eddying299

to eddy-permitting dynamical regimes.300

For each of the three grid spacings, we present multiple experiments that are sum-301

marized in Tables 1 and S1. Each table row shows a pair of simulations that use either302

the GM90 or the GL90 parameterization. For each simulation pair, the νGL viscosity is303

inferred from the κGM diffusivity under the assumption of quasi-geostrophy (see equa-304

tion (1) and section 3). Note that in the expressions for the νGL viscosities, the multi-305

plier f2/N2 is shorthand for the term that appears in parentheses in equation (26). Fig-306

ure 2 highlights that, even if the κGM diffusivities are spatially constant (Table 1), the307

corresponding νGL viscosities are spatially varying - both in the vertical (set by 1/N2)308

and the horizontal (set by 1/N2 and f2). In the following, we will refer to the experi-309

ments in the first row of Table 1 as “1/2◦ GM 800” and “1/2◦ GL 800”, and similarly310

for the experiments in the other rows.311

We focus on the experiments shown in Table 1, in which the GM diffusivity, κGM,312

is horizontally and vertically constant. While some ocean models still employ a spatially313

constant κGM, the modeling community has mainly moved toward using a spatially vary-314

ing κGM coefficient that sometimes has smaller values in eddy-permitting than in non-315

eddying parts of the domain. For the purpose of simplicity, we nevertheless present our316

comparison of GM90 versus GL90 for spatially constant κGM (and corresponding νGL =317

κGMf2/N2). In the supporting information we present additional experiment pairs where318

we vary κGM spatially according to modern modeling approaches (Table S1). The main319

conclusions of this paper are the same, no matter if we draw them from the experiments320

in Tables 1 or S1; in other words, our conclusions do not depend on the chosen spatial321

structure of κGM.322

With finer grid spacing, eddies are increasingly resolved, and the GM90 or GL90323

parameterizations are needed less. Therefore, we choose gradually decreasing κGM dif-324

fusivities of 800, 300, and 100 m2s−1, as the model’s horizontal grid is refined from 1/2◦325

to 1/8◦. These κGM values, and corresponding νGL values, are tuned so that for each326

grid spacing, the GL90 work matches offline energy transfer diagnostics, see section 4.5.327

In addition, we present experiment pairs at 1/4◦ and 1/8◦ grid spacing in which κGM
328

is not reduced, but is kept at 800 m2s−1. We note that an unmodified, rather large, κGM
329

would be an undesirable choice in eddy-permitting model simulations that aim at max-330

imum realism because a strongly enabled GM90 or GL90 parameterization would exces-331

sively damp existing eddies. Even so, since the purpose of our study is to compare GM90332

and GL90, we augment our list of test cases with simulations that have grid spacing 1/4◦333

and finer and strongly active parameterizations.334

The 1/2◦ simulations are initialized from rest, and run for 77000 days to a quasi-335

steady state in which kinetic energy and available potential energy are no longer drift-336

ing (Figures 3(a),(b)). The 1/4◦ and 1/8◦ simulations are a continuation of the 1/4◦ and337

1/8◦ simulations presented in Marques et al. (2022) (black lines in Figures 3(c)-(f)); that338

is, we initialize our simulations with the states that Marques et al. (2022) obtained at339

their final time stamp. The 1/4◦ simulations are run for a total of 77000 days, and the340

1/8◦ simulations for a total of 28000 days. Whenever we report time-averaged diagnos-341

tics in the following, the diagnostics are averaged over the last 2000 days of the respec-342

tive simulation (gray shading, Figure 3).343

4.3 Effects on energy344

We first examine the effects of the GM90 and GL90 parameterizations on energy.345

The depth-integrated kinetic energy (KE) and available potential energy (APE) are given346
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Figure 3. Timeseries of domain-integrated (a),(c),(e) kinetic energy (equation (29)) and

(b),(d),(f) available potential energy (equation (30)) for the (a),(b) 1/2�, (c),(d) 1/4�, and (e),(f)

1/8� simulations in Table 1, during spin-up and equilibration. The black lines depict the energy

levels of the unparameterized 1/4� (in (c),(d)) and 1/8� (in (e),(f)) NeverWorld2 simulations pre-

sented in Marques et al. (2022). For the sake of clarity, (a),(c),(e) show 100-day rolling averages

that smooth out high-frequency variability. The gray shading marks the 2000-day windows that

are used for time-averaged diagnostics in other figures.
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Figure 4. Zonal spectra of surface eddy kinetic energy for the (a)-(c) 1/2�, (d)-(f) 1/4�,

and (g)-(i) 1/8� simulations from Table 1, and for three latitude bands (left to right): 35-45�N,

10-20�N, and 45-55�S. The spectra are computed from surface eddy velocities u0 and v0, de-

fined as deviations from the 2000-day averaged velocities. Within each latitude band, the one-

dimensional zonal spectrum is computed at each latitude:
�
|Fx(u0)|2 + |Fx(v0)|2

�
/2, where Fx

denotes Fourier transform in the x-direction, and then averaged across the latitude band and

2000 days. For the bands of 35-45�N and 10-20�N, a Hann smoothing window is applied to make

u0 and v0 periodic in the x-direction. Linear detrending is used in all cases. The black and gray

lines show spectra from unparameterized NeverWorld2 simulations described in Marques et al.

(2022). The dotted black line marks the wavenumber kD corresponding to the first baroclinic

deformation radius.
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and (g)-(i) 1/8◦ simulations from Table 1, and for three latitude bands (left to right): 35-45◦N,

10-20◦N, and 45-55◦S. The spectra are computed from surface eddy velocities u′ and v′, de-

fined as deviations from the 2000-day averaged velocities. Within each latitude band, the one-

dimensional zonal spectrum is computed at each latitude:
(
|Fx(u

′)|2 + |Fx(v
′)|2

)
/2, where Fx

denotes Fourier transform in the x-direction, and then averaged across the latitude band and

2000 days. For the bands of 35-45◦N and 10-20◦N, a Hann smoothing window is applied to make

u′ and v′ periodic in the x-direction. Linear detrending is used in all cases. The black and gray

lines show spectra from unparameterized NeverWorld2 simulations described in Marques et al.

(2022). The dotted black line marks the wavenumber kD corresponding to the first baroclinic

deformation radius.
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by347

KE =
1

2

N∑
n=1

hn(u
2
n + v2n), (29)

APE =
1

2

N∑
n=1

grn−1/2(η
2
n−1/2 −max(z0n−1/2,−D)2), (30)

where z0n−1/2 is a constant nominal position for each interface. In other words, the APE348

in equation (30) is defined as the depth-integrated potential energy minus the depth-integrated349

potential energy of the resting state. Each GM90 and GL90 simulation pair reaches very350

similar KE and APE levels (Figure 3). Upon averaging over the last 2000 days of each351

simulation, the energy levels in the respective GM90 and GL90 pairs differ by less than352

5% in all cases.353

For the 1/4◦ and 1/8◦ experiments, we can compare the effect of different magni-354

tudes of κGM and νGL. The simulations with κGM = 800 m2s−1 and νGL = 800 ·f2/N2
355

m2s−1 lead to lower energy levels than the simulations with smaller κGM and νGL (Fig-356

ures 3(c)-(f)). This energy drop is expected as GM90 drains the wind-generated APE,357

where wind is the only external source of KE in these adiabatic simulations. Figure 3358

suggests that GL90 has the exact same effect, as is expected under the assumption of359

quasi-geostrophy.360

Next, we compute zonal spectra of surface eddy kinetic energy (Figure 4). We con-361

sider three latitude bands: 35-45◦N, containing the Gulf Stream-like flow; 10-20◦N, con-362

taining the energetic subtropical return flows; and 45-55◦S, containing the ACC-like chan-363

nel flow. The GM90 and GL90 simulation pairs show very similar energy spectra, with364

one exception: In the Gulf Stream region, the GL 800 experiments show lower surface365

KE than the corresponding GM 800 experiments, at all horizontal resolutions (Figures 4(a),(d),(g)).366

This difference in the Gulf Stream region will be further examined in the next subsec-367

tion.368

4.4 Effects on flow vertical structure369

The Gulf Stream is the only region in which we noted significant differences be-370

tween the GM90 and GL90 simulations in section 4.3. Figure 5 investigates this region371

further; it shows snapshots of the zonal flow in the northwestern Atlantic, along a south-372

north transect at 7◦E. This transect contains the separated Gulf Stream. We first focus373

on the 1/2◦ simulations. At first glance, the GM90 simulation (Figure 5(a)) appears to374

have deeper reaching (albeit weak) jets than the GL90 simulation (Figure 5(b)), indica-375

tive of a more barotropic flow. The next figure will investigate the barotropic fraction376

of the flow more systematically, i.e., for the full domain and beyond a single snapshot.377

A second notable feature in the 1/2◦ simulations is the difference in the surface flow.378

The surface velocity in the GM90 simulation has a checkerboard pattern (Figure 5(c)),379

while the surface flow in the GL90 simulation is much smoother (Figure 5(d)). We sug-380

gest that the noisy surface velocities in the GM90 simulation are a numerical artifact of381

how the GM90 parameterization treats in- and outcropping layers: limiters are required382

to avoid fluxing volume out of vanished layers. In contrast, the GL90 parameterization383

does not require extra or ad-hoc treatment near the surface, and leads to a more real-384

istic surface flow distribution (at least in the horizontal). The noisy surface velocities seen385

in the 1/2◦ GM90 simulation also explain why the GM90 simulation has a surface KE386

spectrum that is elevated compared to that of the GL90 simulation (Figure 4(a)). In sum-387

mary, the higher KE values that we noticed for the 1/2◦ GM90 simulation in the Gulf388

Stream region (section 4.3) are due to numerical artifacts.389

The 1/4◦ simulations (Figures 5(e)-(i)) are characterized by a stronger and more390

barotropic flow than the 1/2◦ simulations. Intensity and barotropic fraction of the flow391
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Figure 5. Snapshots of zonal velocity (shading) and layer interfaces (black lines) along a

south-north transect at 7�E for all experiments in Table 1. (c) and (d) are identical to (a) and

(b), but zoomed into the upper 500 m. The snapshots in (e) and (j) are from the unparameter-

ized NeverWorld2 simulations presented in ? (?).
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south-north transect at 7◦E for all experiments in Table 1. (c) and (d) are identical to (a) and

(b), but zoomed into the upper 500m. The snapshots in (e) and (j) are from the unparameter-

ized NeverWorld2 simulations presented in Marques et al. (2022).–15–
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are further increased in the 1/8◦ simulations (Figures 5(j)-(n)). This increase is expected392

since more vigorous eddy activity energizes and barotropizes the flow. For the 1/4◦ and393

1/8◦ experiments, the GM90 and GL90 simulation pairs do not reveal systematic dif-394

ferences in their flow structure. It is worth noting that the 1/4◦ and 1/8◦ GM 800 sim-395

ulations show a somewhat noisy surface flow further east in the North Atlantic (not shown),396

similar to that seen for the 1/2◦ GM90 simulation. Again, the noisy surface velocities397

for the GM 800 simulations explain the fact that the surface KE spectra are raised com-398

pared to those of the GL 800 simulations (Figures 4(a),(d),(g)).399

To further assess the effect of the GM90 and GL90 parameterizations on the flow400

vertical structure, we follow Yankovsky et al. (2022) and consider the fraction between401

the barotropic (BT) and total kinetic energy:402

KEBT

KE
=

(∑N
n=1 hn

)
(u2

BT + v2BT)∑N
n=1 hn(u2

n + v2n)
, (31)

where the barotropic velocity is computed as403

uBT =

∑N
n=1 hnun∑N
n=1 hn

. (32)

If the BT KE fraction (31) is equal to 1, the KE is fully contained in the barotropic mode,404

while a value of 0 indicates that the KE is fully contained in the baroclinic modes.405

Figure 6 shows the zonally and 2000-day averaged BT KE fraction for all exper-406

iments in Table 1. With finer resolution, the flow becomes increasingly barotropic be-407

cause more resolved eddies and baroclinic instability barotropize the flow (Salmon, 1980;408

K. S. Smith & Vallis, 2001; Scott & Wang, 2005; Kjellsson & Zanna, 2017). The two ex-409

periments in each GM90 and GL90 simulation pair show an almost identical vertical struc-410

ture (Figures 6(a)-(e)), with one minor exception: for a horizontal grid spacing of 1/2◦,411

the GM90 and GL90 simulations show differences in their BT KE fraction within the412

25◦S-25◦N latitude band. This discrepancy may be associated with the breakdown of413

the geostrophic assumption at low latitudes. For horizontal grids of 1/4◦ and 1/8◦, how-414

ever, GM90 and GL90 do not lead to significantly different vertical structures near the415

equator (Figures 6(b)-(e)).416

Finally, we note that the 1/4◦ GM90 and GL90 simulations have a more barotropic417

flow than the unparameterized 1/4◦ simulations (Figure 6(b),(c)). This result is antic-418

ipated because the GL90 parameterization explicitly mixes momentum downward, thus419

pushing KE into the barotropic mode. Figure 6 suggests that the GM90 parameteriza-420

tion has the exact same effect, as is expected under the assumption of quasi-geostrophy.421

At a horizontal grid spacing of 1/8◦, GM90 and GL90 do not lead to a significant barotropiza-422

tion compared to the unparameterized 1/8◦ simulation (Figures 6(d),(e)). Figure 6(e)423

also exemplifies that choosing high κGM and νGL values at eddy-permitting resolution424

can make the flow more baroclinic rather than more barotropic (here: north of 30◦N),425

possibly because exaggerated κGM and νGL coefficients damp existing eddies that would426

otherwise barotropize the flow.427

4.5 Effects on energy budgets428

In this section, we investigate the effects of the GM90 and GL90 parameterizations429

on the KE and potential energy (PE) budgets. The dynamic component of depth-integrated430

PE excludes the bottom contribution and is given by431

PE =
1

2

N∑
n=1

grn−1/2η
2
n−1/2. (33)
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Figure 6. Zonally and 2000-day averaged ratio of the barotropic KE to the total KE (equa-

tion (31)) for all experiments in Table 1. The black and gray lines depict ratios from the unpa-

rameterized NeverWorld2 simulations presented in ? (?).
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tion (31)) for all experiments in Table 1. The black and gray lines depict ratios from the unpa-

rameterized NeverWorld2 simulations presented in Marques et al. (2022).
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Figure 7. Domain-integrated and 2000-day averaged kinetic energy budget (equation (34))

for the GM90 simulations (first column) and GL90 simulations (second column) in the (a),(b)

1/2�, (d),(e) 1/4�, and (g),(h) 1/8� simulation from Table 1. For reference, the third column

shows the “true” KE budget, diagnosed from the 1/32� NeverWorld2 simulation via an o✏ine

spatial filtering approach (?, ?). The o✏ine budget (third column) is diagnosed for a thickness-

weighted averaged framework, and can therefore only be compared to the GL90 simulations

(second column). In the first column, we also show the GM work term even though it is part of

the potential energy budget (equation (35)) rather than the kinetic energy budget.
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for the GM90 simulations (first column) and GL90 simulations (second column) in the (a),(b)

1/2◦, (d),(e) 1/4◦, and (g),(h) 1/8◦ simulation from Table 1. For reference, the third column

shows the “true” KE budget, diagnosed from the 1/32◦ NeverWorld2 simulation via an offline

spatial filtering approach (Loose et al., 2022). The offline budget (third column) is diagnosed

for a thickness-weighted averaged framework, and can therefore only be compared to the GL90

simulations (second column). In the first column, we also show the GM work term even though it

is part of the potential energy budget (equation (35)) rather than the kinetic energy budget.
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Figure 8. Energetics of the GM90 and GL90 parameterizations, diagnosed online from the

1/2◦ simulations in Table 1: (a) GM work (equation (36)) and (b) GL work (equation (37)), both

depth-integrated and averaged over 2000 days. (c) Difference of the GM and GL work terms,

computed by subtracting (b) from (a). Red (blue) shading indicates that the GL (GM) work is of

greater absolute value.

The budgets for the KE and PE reservoirs are432

∂t(KE) =−
N∑

n=1

∇ · (unKEn)−
N∑

n=1

hnun · ∇Mn +

N∑
n=1

hnun · Fwind
n

+

N∑
n=1

hnun · F drag
n +

N∑
n=1

hnun · F visc
n +

N∑
n=1

hnun · F h
n + GL work, (34)

∂t(PE) =−
N∑

n=1

∇ · (hn(un + uGM

n )Mn) +

N∑
n=1

hnun · ∇Mn + GM work, (35)

where uGM
n is the GM90 bolus velocity and the energetics associated with the GM90 and433

GL90 parameterizations are the negative-definite terms434

GM work = −
N−1∑
n=0

κGM
n+1/2 g

r
n+1/2|∇ηn+1/2|2, (36)

GL work = −f2
N−1∑
n=1

κGM
n+1/2

grn+1/2

(un − un+1)
2
, (37)

see Marques et al. (2022); Loose et al. (2022) for a derivation.435

Note that the first term on the right hand side of equations (34) and (35) is an ad-436

vection term, which integrates to zero over the domain (and will therefore not be con-437

sidered in the following). The second term on the right hand side of equation (34) is iden-438

tical to the second term on the right hand side of equation (35), but of opposite sign;439

this term describes conversion between KE and PE. The remaining terms on the right440

hand side of equation (34) are the wind work, dissipation by bottom drag, dissipation441

by the background vertical viscosity, and dissipation by horizontal viscosity.442
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The first two columns of Figure 7 show the domain-integrated and 2000-day av-443

eraged KE budgets, diagnosed online for six experiments from Table 1. From left to right,444

the terms are in the same order as they appear in equation (34). For reference, we also445

show the work done by the GM90 parameterization (gray with dots), even though this446

term is part of the PE budget (35) rather than the KE budget. Note that the KE ten-447

dency term (on the left hand side of equation (34)) is negligible over long time averages,448

and the budgets shown in Figure 7 therefore close.449

We can now compare the KE budget for each GM90 and GL90 simulation pair. Wind450

work (green bars) acts as a large KE source with comparable magnitudes across the GM90451

and GL90 experiments in each simulation pair. In the GM90 simulations, the majority452

of this KE gets converted to PE (red bars), from where it gets extracted by the GM90453

parameterization (gray bars with dots). In contrast, the GL90 simulations show no con-454

version to PE (in the domain integral). Instead, GL90 extracts a comparable amount455

of energy directly from the KE reservoir through dissipation via the GL90 vertical vis-456

cosity (pink bars). Bottom drag, background vertical viscosity and horizontal viscosity457

all act as KE sinks, and each of these sinks has comparable magnitudes across the GM90458

and GL90 experiments in each simulation pair (with slightly more negative values in the459

GM90 simulations).460

The third column of Figure 7 shows the “true” KE budget, diagnosed from the 1/32◦461

NeverWorld2 simulation via an offline filtering approach (Loose et al., 2022). Here, we462

assume that the filter scale reflects the effective grid spacing of a model and that the model’s463

effective spacing is four times larger than the model’s grid scale (Skamarock, 2004; Kent464

et al., 2014; Soufflet et al., 2016; Loose et al., 2022). In short, the bars in Figures 7(c),(f),(i)465

(corresponding to model grid scales of 1/2◦, 1/4◦, and 1/8◦) reflect the mean kinetic en-466

ergy (MKE) budgets from Figures 8(d),(c),(b) in Loose et al. (2022) (corresponding to467

filter scales of 2◦, 1◦, and 1/2◦). The offline KE budget (third column) is diagnosed within468

a TWA framework and can therefore only be compared to the online KE budget of the469

GL90 simulations (second column). The pink hatched bar is the diagnosed MKE extrac-470

tion (and eddy KE production) through eddy form stress in the TWA framework, so should471

be compared to the GL90 work in the parameterized simulations in this work. For each472

horizontal resolution, the online GL90 work (pink bar) and its offline diagnosed coun-473

terpart (pink hatched bar) agree to within 4%. In fact, the values of κGM and correspond-474

ing νGL in Table 1 were tuned with the goal to achieve this match.475

The offline diagnosed nonlinear KE exchange term (blue hatched bar) is due to eddy476

momentum fluxes, and can be seen as the sum of two terms: a (here dominating) positive-477

definite term, which reflects gain of large-scale KE through an inverse cascade, and a negative-478

definite term, which reflects extraction of large-scale KE by barotropic instability. In the479

simulations in this work, the nonlinear KE exchange term is to be parameterized. One480

could argue that the positive-definite contribution (representing the effect of a KE in-481

verse cascade) can be parameterized through backscatter (e.g., Jansen & Held, 2014; Zanna482

et al., 2017; Bachman, 2019; Jansen et al., 2019; Juricke et al., 2020), and the negative-483

definite term (representing barotropic instability) can be parameterized by horizontal484

viscosity. Our simulations only use a horizontal viscosity but no backscatter parameter-485

ization. Subtracting the horizontal viscosity work (brown bars) in the second column from486

the nonlinear KE exchange term (blue hatched bars) in the third column makes clear487

that our simulations would benefit from a backscatter parameterization. For each hor-488

izontal resolution, the missing backscatter parameterization would require to add a sim-489

ilar amount of KE as is extracted by GL90. This result suggests that although the 1/2◦490

degree simulations here are non-eddying, backscatter would still be energetically appro-491

priate.492

Finally, we note that the parameterized simulations in this work dissipate too lit-493

tle energy via bottom drag (purple bars). This shortcoming is caused by too weak bot-494

tom velocities in our parameterized simulations, which in turn could be due to two rea-495
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Figure 9. Comparison of runtime values for the GM90 versus GL90 simulations at 1/2◦ (blue

bars), 1/4◦ (red bars), and 1/8◦ (green bars) grid spacing. The bars indicate the total runtime

(left), runtime spent for applying GM90 in the thickness equation (middle), and runtime spent in

the vertical viscosity routines (right). For each grid spacing, the bars are normalized by the total

runtime of the respective GM90 simulation.

sons: (i) a flow that is generally too weak, i.e., not energetic enough; (ii) a flow that is496

not barotropic enough so that bottom velocities stay weak. We suggest that (i) is the497

main player because the 1/8◦ GL 100 simulation has the same barotropic KE fraction498

as the 1/32◦ “truth” simulation (Figure 6(d)) but nevertheless dissipates less than half499

the KE via bottom drag compared to the 1/32◦ simulation. We suggest that adding a500

backscatter parameterization to our simulations would remedy (i), and ameliorate the501

problem of too little bottom drag dissipation. This hypothesis should be tested in fu-502

ture work.503

Before concluding this section, we compare the GM work and the GL work more504

closely for our 1/2◦ simulations. We re-emphasize that the GM work acts as a sink for505

the PE reservoir (equation (35)), while the GL work acts as a sink for the KE reservoir506

(equation (34)). However, despite their inherently different energetic pathways, the hor-507

izontal distributions of the depth-integrated GM versus GL work show a very similar large-508

scale structure (Figures 8(a),(b)). Upon inspecting their difference, we find that the GM509

and GL work differ on smaller scales, where the GL work tends to be of slightly greater510

magnitude (Figure 8(c)).511

4.6 Computational performance512

We are interested in comparing the GM90 and GL90 parameterizations in terms513

of their computational needs. To this aim, we analyze the runtime for three GM90 and514

GL90 simulation pairs from Table 1, one for each horizontal grid (Figure 9). For each515

GM90 and GL90 simulation pair, the runtimes are normalized by the total runtime of516

the respective GM90 simulation. For the analysis in Figure 9, each experiment was run517

for 1000 experiment days on NCAR’s Cheyenne supercomputer (Computational And In-518

formation Systems Laboratory, 2017), on 2 nodes (for the 1/2◦ experiments) and 8 nodes519

(for the 1/4◦ and 1/8◦ experiments) with 36 CPUs per node. There is no reason to ex-520

pect significantly different relative runtimes across the three resolutions; we consider the521

runtime values merely as three samples from a (small) ensemble.522
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The GL90 simulations are slightly cheaper; on average, they require about 94% of523

the computing resources that are necessary for the GM90 simulations (Figure 9, left).524

The reduction in compute cost is largely explained by the fact that the GL90 experiments525

can skip through the routines that apply GM90 in the thickness equation, which amount526

to about 5% of the total runtime in the GM90 experiments (Figure 9, middle). On the527

other hand, the GL90 experiments require on average only 0.5% more compute time in528

the vertical viscosity routines than the GM90 experiments (Figure 9, right). This small529

additional expense is due to the (i) computation of the GL90 coupling coefficient (equa-530

tion (C2)) associated with νGL (equation (26)) from the κGM that is specified by the user,531

and (ii) addition of the GL90 coupling coefficient to the coupling coefficient associated532

with the background vertical viscosity (equation (C1)). No extra cost is imposed by the533

vertical viscosity solver itself; the latter is always required due to the use of a background534

vertical viscosity (and other vertical viscous stresses) and operates merely with a mod-535

ified coupling coefficient.536

5 Discussion537

We have compared the GL90 and GM90 parameterizations in an idealized isopy-538

cnal coordinate model. The two parameterizations mimic the restratification effect of539

mesoscale eddies, but they do so in two distinct ways: GM90 via the adiabatic flatten-540

ing of isopycnals, GL90 via the vertical mixing of horizontal momentum. In the follow-541

ing, we discuss our results from both a theoretical and practical perspective, and give542

an outlook for next steps.543

5.1 Theoretical considerations544

We argued that common approaches to implementing the GM90 parameterization545

in isopycnal-layer models are inconsistent with any possible combination of non-TWA546

or TWA thickness, continuity, and momentum equations (section 2). The inconsistency547

is partly due to the fact that the non-thickness-weighted isopycnal average conserves nei-548

ther tracers nor momentum. This problem is resolved when replacing GM90 with the549

GL90 parameterization. GL90 provides a path for parameterizing the eddy terms in the550

stacked shallow water equations in a way that is fully consistent with the TWA frame-551

work. From a theoretical perspective, the GL90 parameterization provides an attractive552

solution for isopycnal coordinate models. Indeed, GL90 allows for a clean interpretation553

of what the model variables and parameterizations represent – an important property554

if one wants to compare coarse-resolution model output to observations or high-resolution555

model output, where eddy terms can be diagnosed.556

5.2 GM90 versus GL90 in practice557

The GM90 and GL90 parameterizations have profoundly different effects on the558

energy budget: GM90 dissipates APE, while GL90 extracts KE (Figure 7). Despite these559

inherently different energy pathways, we found the flow to adjust in such a way that GM90560

and GL90 have almost identical effects on energy levels and vertical structure, as long561

as one chooses νGL = κGMf2/N2. While the effective equivalence of GM90 and GL90562

is expected under the assumption of geostrophy, one cannot necessarily expect geostro-563

phy to hold everywhere, in particular for models with topography and equatorial lati-564

tudes. Our stacked shallow water model simulations spanning two hemispheres with ide-565

alized topography confirmed that, nevertheless, the effective equivalence of GM90 and566

GL90 holds true across non-eddying to eddy-permitting grid resolutions, and both for567

spatially constant κGM (section 4) and spatially varying κGM (supporting information).568

The only notable exception is a small discrepancy found between the 1/2◦ GM90569

and GL90 simulations in their vertical flow structure in the tropical region - a region where570
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geostrophy breaks down. We note that many models employ GM90 together with a res-571

olution function (Hallberg, 2013), which mutes GM90 in the equatorial region where the572

deformation radius is sufficiently resolved (Figure 1). On the other hand, GL90 is essen-573

tially switched off close to the equator because νGL ∼ f2. We therefore speculate that574

the small discrepancy noted above may not be present if we had used a resolution func-575

tion in the GM90 simulations.576

The similarity in the effects of GM90 and GL90 in our isopycnal coordinate model577

is perhaps more striking than what was found in previous studies, all of which have com-578

pared these two parameterizations in z-coordinate models (McWilliams & Gent, 1994;579

Ferreira & Marshall, 2006; Zhao & Vallis, 2008; Saenz et al., 2015). We conclude that580

in isopycnal coordinate models, the GL90 parameterization provides a promising alter-581

native to the GM90 parameterization.582

The GL90 parameterization is easy to implement because virtually every model uses583

a vertical viscosity solver already for other vertical processes. On the other hand, im-584

plementing GM90 in isopycnal coordinate models can be delicate near in- and outcrops;585

for instance, limiters are required to avoid fluxing volume out of vanished layers. Likely586

as a consequence of these difficulties, the coarse GM90 simulations (at 1/2◦ grid spac-587

ing) showed noisy surface velocities. GL90 produced noise-free flow patterns as it by-588

passes numerical implementation issues near the surface. While this was not the focus589

of our work, the reduction of grid scale noise by GL90 could also diminish spurious di-590

apycnal mixing and allow the choice of a smaller horizontal viscosity than necessary with591

GM90 (Ferreira & Marshall, 2006; Zhao & Vallis, 2008).592

It is also worth mentioning that vertical viscosity can be treated implicitly, which593

can improve the stability of the code. In terms of computational efficiency, we found that594

GL90 has a slight advantage because a vertical viscosity solver is employed at every timestep595

anyway due to other model processes. In other words, GL90 requires essentially no ex-596

tra computational effort, while the GM90 routines can be entirely skipped. This com-597

putational advantage is reflected in the runtimes of our experiments: the GL90 simula-598

tions required only 94% of the compute time that was necessary for the GM90 simula-599

tions.600

5.3 Outlook601

An avenue for future work is to integrate GL90 into a parameterization that makes602

use of an explicit subgrid scale energy budget (Marshall & Adcroft, 2010; Jansen et al.,603

2015; Eden & Greatbatch, 2008). Having a prognostic equation for the subgrid scale en-604

ergy budget is advantageous for multiple reasons, one of which is that the κGM (or, then,605

the νGL) coefficient can be constrained by the subgrid scale energy through a mixing length606

argument. The integration of GL90 into a subgrid scale energy budget parameterization607

is a straightforward task, which simply consists of substituting the GM work with the608

GL work in the subgrid scale budget. Again, we anticipate very similar solutions because609

we found the (online diagnosed) depth-integrated GM and GL work to have similar hor-610

izontal distributions (Figure 8). A prognostic equation for the subgrid scale energy bud-611

get could also provide energetic constraints for a backscatter parameterization (Jansen612

& Held, 2014; Jansen et al., 2019; Juricke et al., 2019). Comparison with offline diag-613

nostics highlighted that our simulations would benefit from backscatter (Figure 7). Fu-614

ture work should examine how GL90 performs in concert with a backscatter parameter-615

ization. It will be interesting to see whether the slightly smoother velocity structure pro-616

duced by GL90 enables backscatter that is more numerically stable than achieved with617

GM90.618

Another direction for future development of the GL90 parameterization is to for-619

mulate an anisotropic version based on the anisotropic GM90 parameterization of R. D. Smith620

and Gent (2004). The resulting parameterization is significantly simpler than the gen-621
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eral anisotropic viscosity of R. D. Smith and McWilliams (2003) because only the ver-622

tical component of viscosity is horizontally anisotropic. Implementing an anisotropic ver-623

sion of GL90 may be much easier than implementing an anisotropic version of GM90 (R. D. Smith624

& Gent, 2004). On an Arakawa B-grid, implementation of such an anisotropic GL90 pa-625

rameterization would be straightforward, while on a C-grid it would require some extra626

care.627

One barrier to the widespread adoption of the GL90 approach is that turbulence628

parameterizations (such as bulk formulae for surface fluxes, or parameterizations of shear-629

driven instabilities in the mixed layer) are generally formulated in terms of the Eulerian630

mean flow, which is not readily available in the TWA equations. It remains an open ques-631

tion how challenging it would be to reformulate these parameterizations in terms of the632

TWA velocity, or whether a reformulation is even necessary given that the derivations633

of these parameterizations are typically vague about the specific definition of the “mean”634

flow, and noting their various other shortcomings. On the upside, the GL90 parameter-635

ization may open the door to explore related parameterizations such as those for bot-636

tom (i.e., topographic) form stresses. A parameterization for bottom form stress would637

very naturally enter as a boundary condition in the TWA framework and associated ver-638

tical viscosity parameterization.639

In this study, we have worked within a stacked shallow water model. Moving for-640

ward, the GL90 parameterization has to be tested in more realistic isopycnal coordinate641

models that also include a mixed layer. A complication is that vanishing stratification642

in the mixed layer implies infinite vertical viscosity νGL = f2/N2 κGM, an issue that643

is analogous to the problem of infinite isopycnal slopes arising in the GM90 framework.644

To remedy this issue, one could potentially leverage ideas from Ferrari et al. (2010) and645

solve an elliptic boundary-value problem, adapted to dealing with infinite vertical vis-646

cosity rather than infinite isopycnal slopes. One advantage of GL90 is that one can solve647

the tridiagonal equation for vertical viscosity with an exceptionally large (almost infi-648

nite) viscosity by using implicit schemes in the vertical, e.g., with the modified tridiag-649

onal solver described by Schopf and Loughe (1995). There is no need to limit the vis-650

cosity for stability. By contrast, the horizontal GM90 scheme is handled explicitly and651

therefore needs bounds on the magnitude of the GM90 streamfunction.652

An alternative way for employing GL90 in more realistic configurations is to focus653

on hybrid coordinate schemes, which are already utilized in many modern ocean gen-654

eral circulation models (e.g. Bleck et al., 1992; Bleck, 2002; Hofmeister et al., 2010; Ringler655

et al., 2013; Adcroft et al., 2019; Seland et al., 2020). In some parts of the domain hy-656

brid coordinate schemes use an isopycnal coordinate directly analogous to the stacked657

shallow water equations, while in other parts of the domain they use geopotential or terrain-658

following coordinates. The GL90 parameterization developed here should port directly659

to the isopycnal coordinate part of these models, but some extra care is required to tran-660

sition the parameterization from the isopycnal part of the domain to the other parts.661

One approach to extending the current work to general coordinates is to discretize662

the general vertical coordinate and then apply the TWA machinery using general coor-663

dinate layer thickness instead of isopycnal layer thickness. One advantage of such an ap-664

proach is that in regions of the model where the general coordinate layer thicknesses are665

uniform, the TWA reduces to the standard Reynolds average and the form stress that666

GL90 parameterizes is identically zero. For example, many hybrid coordinate schemes667

use a geopotential coordinate in the ocean surface mixed layer (Bleck, 2002; Adcroft et668

al., 2019). It would be natural to set the GL90 viscous coefficient to zero within the geopo-669

tential coordinate mixed layer, which avoids the difficulties associated with defining the670

GL90 viscosity in regions of weak stratification and with applying surface wind stress671

in the presence of a GL90 viscosity. Applying the TWA machinery using general coor-672

dinate layer thickness instead of isopycnal layer thickness will introduce new theoreti-673
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cal challenges, but may also lead to a unification of lateral physics parameterizations for674

general coordinate models.675

Appendix A Conservation properties of averaging operators676

In this section, we show that the non-thickness-weighted average is non-conservative,677

while the thickness-weighted average is conservative.678

The total tracer content is679

Ctotal =

∫ N∑
n=1

hnCn dA, (A1)

where the integral is a definite integral over the horizontal extent of the spatial domain.680

Impermeable boundary conditions in the thickness-weighted tracer equation (6) guar-681

antee that total tracer content is conserved:682

dCtotal

dt
= 0. (A2)

However, the non-thickness-weighted average does not conserve total tracer content. If683

we assume that the Reynolds average commutes with the domain integral (and thus has684

no effect on domain-integrated quantities), then we have685

Ctotal =

∫ N∑
n=1

hnCn dA =

∫ N∑
n=1

(
hnCn + h′

nC
′
n

)
dA. (A3)

The total tracer content in the mean part of the non-thickness-weighted fields is686 ∫ N∑
n=1

hnCn dA ̸= Ctotal (A4)

because in general the tracer content in the eddy field is nonzero. In order to maintain687

conservation of total tracer content, the non-thickness-weighted equations must account688

for exchange of tracer between the mean and eddy fields, and this is reflected in the fact689

that the eddy terms are non-conservative. The evolution equation for the total tracer690

content in the mean part of the non-thickness-weighted fields is derived by integrating691

the following692

∂t
(
h̄nC̄n

)
+∇ ·

(
h̄nūnC̄n

)
= −C̄n∇ ·

(
h′
nu

′
n

)
− h̄nu′

n · ∇C ′
n (A5)

and summing over layers, assuming impermeable boundary conditions on ūn:693

d

dt

∫ N∑
n=1

h̄nC̄n dA = −
∫ N∑

n=1

[
C̄n∇ ·

(
h′
nu

′
n

)
+ h̄nu′

n · ∇C ′
n

]
dA ̸= 0. (A6)

A similar analysis can be carried out for the total momentum,
∫ ∑

n hnundA, showing694

that the non-thickness-weighted eddy field has a nonzero momentum content, which is695

reflected in the fact that the eddy terms in the non-thickness-weighted velocity equations696

(10) are non-conservative.697

In contrast, the thickness-weighted average preserves the total quantity of tracers698

as well as total momentum. For example, considering total tracer content, the total tracer699

content in the mean part of the thickness-weighted fields is700 ∫ N∑
n=1

hnĈn dA =

∫ N∑
n=1

hn
hnCn

hn

dA =

∫ N∑
n=1

hnCn dA = Ctotal, (A7)
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where the last step assumes that the Reynolds average commutes with integrals. The701

total tracer content in the eddy part of the thickness-weighted fields is therefore zero,702

and similar conclusions result for momentum by swapping Cn with un. Because of this703

property, the eddy terms in the thickness-weighted tracer and velocity equations are con-704

servative; unlike in the non-thickness-weighted case, they do not need to account for ex-705

changes between the resolved and unresolved reservoirs of total tracer and momentum.706

Appendix B Connecting GL90 to eddy interfacial form stress707

The pressure force acting on an arbitrary fluid region, R, can be written in two equiv-708

alent manners709

−
∫
R
∇p dV = −

∮
∂R

p n̂ dS, (B1)

with this identity following from the divergence theorem, and with n̂ the outward unit710

normal vector on the region boundary, ∂R. The left hand side is the volume integral of711

the pressure gradient body force acting throughout the region, whereas the right hand712

side is the area integral of the pressure contact force acting on the region boundary. In713

a hydrostatic fluid, the vertical portion of the pressure force balances the weight of fluid,714

whereas the horizontal portion gives rise to horizontal acceleration. Pressure form stress715

refers to the horizontal projection of the force per unit area from pressure that acts on716

a surface whose outward normal has a nonzero projection in both the horizontal and ver-717

tical directions. That is, there is only a pressure form stress on a sloping surface. We il-718

lustrate these points for a shallow water fluid in Figure B1.719

The fundamental assumption of the GL90 parameterization is that mesoscale ed-720

dies provide a vertically downgradient transfer of horizontal momentum through the ac-721

tion of eddy induced pressure form stresses. For the shallow water fluid, pressure form722

stresses act on the interfaces between shallow water fluid layers, in which case they are723

referred to as interfacial form stresses. In this appendix, we expose the basic features of724

interfacial form stress for the shallow water fluid, thus further describing how the GL90725

parameterization appears in a shallow water fluid.726

B1 Shallow water pressure identities727

We make use of the following relations holding for the hydrostatic pressure within728

a shallow water layer, pn, and the pressure at a layer interface, pn±1/2729

hn = ηn−1/2 − ηn+1/2 (B2a)

pn = pn−1/2 + g ρn (ηn−1/2 − z) = (pn−1/2 + g ρn ηn−1/2)− g ρn z (B2b)

g ρn hn = pn+1/2 − pn−1/2 = g ρn (ηn−1/2 − ηn+1/2) (B2c)

p1/2 = pa, (B2d)

with pa(x, y, t) the applied (or atmospheric) pressure at the ocean surface, which is set730

to zero in our simulations. The interfacial pressures, pn±1/2(x, y, t), and interfacial heights,731

ηn±1/2(x, y, t), are functions of horizontal position and time, and as such so too are the732

layer thickness, hn(x, y, t) whereas the densities, ρn, are constant within each layer.733

The layer pressure, pn(x, y, z, t), in equation (B2b) is a linear function of vertical734

position through the term −g ρn z. This term has a zero horizontal gradient so that ∇zpn735

is independent of depth within a shallow water layer. Hence, when working with the pres-736

sure gradient force we can choose to drop the g ρn z term and instead use the Montgomery737

potential (5)738

Mn = pn + g ρn z with ∇Mn = ∇zpn. (B3)

See also Vallis (2017) in his equation (3.44), where he refers to Mn as the “dynamic pres-739

sure”. However, just for this appendix we find it more convenient to work with pn since740
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Figure B1. A schematic of the contact pressure force per area acting on the boundaries of a

vertical column region within a shallow water layer of density ρn. Since fluid moves as vertical

columns in a shallow water layer, we focus on the pressure forces acting on this column. The

interface at the lower boundary is at the vertical position z = ηn+1/2, and the upper interface

is at z = ηn−1/2. In accordance with Newton’s third law (and since we ignore surface tension),

pressures are continuous across each of the ηn±1/2 layer interfaces so that the pressure forces

are equal in magnitude yet oppositely directed on the opposite sides to the interfaces. The layer

thickness is the difference between the interface positions, hn = ηn−1/2 − ηn+1/2. The boundaries

of the columnar region feel a contact pressure force from the surrounding fluid that acts inward

(compressive). The left side of the column experiences a pressure pL; the right side experiences

pR; the upper interface has a pressure pn−1/2 acting between the layer n − 1 and layer n, and

the lower interface has a pressure pn+1/2 acting between the layer n + 1 and layer n. The net

pressure acting on the column is computed as the area integral of the pressure acting around the

full extent of the column boundaries. The horizontal components of the pressure acting on the

top and bottom interfaces are the interfacial form stresses.

doing so facilitates physically interpreting the transformation between the body force and741

contact force versions of the pressure force as in equation (B1). Note that in equation742

(B3) we exposed the z label on the horizontal gradient operator, which adds clarity since743

pn is a function of z within a layer.744

B2 Exposing the interfacial pressure form stress745

The thickness-weighted horizontal pressure gradient, as found in the thickness-weighted746

momentum equation (7), can be decomposed as747

−hn∇zpn = −∇Pn + F form

n , (B4)

where on the left hand side we expose the subscript on the gradient operator,∇z, since748

pn is a function of z, whereas this extra notation is not needed on the right hand side749

since all terms are vertically constant within a layer. The first right hand side term in750

equation (B4) results from vertically integrating pressure over a shallow water layer751

Pn =

∫ ηn−1/2

ηn+1/2

pn(z) dz = hn

(
g ρn hn

2
+ pn−1/2

)
, (B5)
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with its negative horizontal gradient given by752

−∇Pn = −(hn ∇pn+1/2 + pn−1/2 ∇hn). (B6)

The second horizontal stress in equation (B4) is the interfacial form stress acting on slop-753

ing upper and lower interfaces to the layer,754

F form

n = pn−1/2∇ηn−1/2 − pn+1/2∇ηn+1/2. (B7)

The interfacial form stress provides an inviscid exchange of horizontal momentum be-755

tween shallow water layers, and it does so in a manner consistent with Newton’s third756

law. Correspondingly, the column sum of the interfacial form stress arises just from form757

stresses active at the ocean surface and ocean bottom758

N∑
n=1

F form

n = pa∇η − pb∇ηb, (B8)

where z = η(x, y, t) is the free surface and z = ηb(x, y) = −D(x, y) is the ocean bot-759

tom.760

B3 Connecting eddy interfacial form stress to GL90761

Following Section 3 of Greatbatch (1998), we make use of the decomposition (B4)762

to render the mean thickness-weighted pressure gradient763

−hn ∇pn = −hn ∇pn − hn ∇̂p′n = −∇Pn + F form
n , (B9)

which can be written764

−hn ∇pn = −hn ∇pn −∇P ′
n + F form′

n , (B10)

with the eddy contributions given by765

−
[
hn ∇̂p′n

]
P-contribution

= −∇P ′
n = −h′

n ∇p′n+1/2 − p′n−1/2 ∇h′
n, (B11a)

−
[
hn ∇̂p′n

]
eddy form-stress

= F form′
n = p′n−1/2 ∇η′n−1/2 − p′n+1/2 ∇η′n+1/2. (B11b)

Greatbatch (1998) argues that for geostrophic eddies, the term −∇P ′
n is negligible rel-766

ative to the eddy interfacial form stress, F form′
n , thus motivating a focus on developing767

a parameterization of eddy form stress. In turn, the GL90 parameterization assumes that768

the mean action from mesoscale eddy induced form stress leads to a vertical downgra-769

dient transfer of horizontal momentum. This assumption then motivates the GL90 pa-770

rameterization of F form′
n as detailed in Section 3.771

Appendix C Implementation of GL90 in MOM6772

MOM6 handles vertical mixing of momentum fully implicitly, a necessity to allow773

for vanishingly small layers. Inputs into the tridiagonal solver for the implicit vertical774

viscosity scheme are coupling coefficients of the form775

aun−1/2 =
2νn−1/2∆t

hu
n−1 + hu

n

, avn−1/2 =
2νn−1/2∆t

hv
n−1 + hv

n

, (C1)

which are located at zonal (aun−1/2) and meridional (avn−1/2) velocity points and layer776

interfaces (e.g., Schopf & Loughe, 1995). The thicknesses at velocity points, hu
n, h

v
n are777

computed as an average of the thicknesses of the two adjacent grid cells, with an upwind778

biased estimate near the bottom. We leverage the existing implicit vertical solver (in-779

cluding its numerical stability) and choose the following “non-invasive” approach. We780
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simply calculate additional coupling coefficients that are associated with the GL90 pa-781

rameterization, aGL,u
n−1/2, a

GL,v
n−1/2. The sums of the coupling coefficients,782

aun−1/2 + aGL,u
n−1/2, avn−1/2 + aGL,v

n−1/2,

are then inserted into the vertical viscosity scheme; the vertical viscosity scheme itself783

is not altered.784

The coupling coefficients associated with the GL90 parameterization have the form785

a
GL,[u,v]
n−1/2 =

κGM
n−1/2 f

2∆t

g′n−1/2

· (1− b(z̃)). (C2)

The fraction on the right hand side of (C2) is obtained when applying equation (C1) to786

the expression of the GL90 vertical viscosity (equation (26)). The factor (1−b(z̃)) has787

the purpose to avoid fluxing momentum into vanished layers near the bottom. b is a ta-788

per function of the form b(z̃) =
(
1 + 0.09 · z̃6

)−1
, where z̃ = (z+D)/∆hBBL,GL is the789

normalized distance from the ocean bottom, with tunable parameter ∆hBBL,GL. The fac-790

tor (1 − b(z̃)) is 0 within ∆hGL,BBL − ε from the bottom, and 1 for distances greater791

than ∆hGL,BBL + ε from the bottom, for small ε > 0, with a smooth transition in be-792

tween. In practice, z+D is computed as the sum of cell thicknesses, accumulated from793

the bottom upwards. Note that b(z̃) is needed at u- and v-velocity points; to obtain the794

thicknesses at velocity points, we compute an upwind biased estimate (i.e., harmonic mean)795

from the thicknesses of the two adjacent grid cells.796

The factor (1−b(z̃)) in equation (C2) is necessary. Skipping this factor can lead797

to spurious large bottom velocities over the continental slope (Figure C1(c)). If the fac-798

tor (1−b(z̃)) is skipped, the large vertical gradient in the GL90 coupling coefficient near799

the bottom facilitates occasional upslope thickness transport into near-vanished layers.800

The upslope layer then drains slowly (over several days to weeks), leading to strong downs-801

lope velocities near the bottom while the layer is draining. The factor (1−b(z̃)) effec-802

tively mutes the GL90 scheme in vanished bottom layers and the problem of spurious803

bottom velocities is remedied (Figures C1(d)-(h)). All GL90 simulations presented out-804

side of this appendix use ∆hGL,BBL = 5m.805

It is important to note that the GL90 scheme is not sensitive to the choice of ∆hGL,BBL,806

as long as ∆hGL,BBL is set within a reasonable range: large enough to contain vanished807

layers over topography, and small enough to not contaminate the action of GL90 in the808

interior. We have tested values of ∆hGL,BBL = 1m, 5m, 10m, 20m, as well as ∆hGL,BBL =809

∆hdynBBL, where ∆hdynBBL is a dynamically computed and spatially varying bottom810

boundary layer thickness, and found no sensitivity of the flow and the APE to the choice811

of ∆hGL,BBL (Figures C1, C2). Note that skipping the factor (1−b(z̃)) leads to an APE812

that is more than 10% larger than the APE in the corresponding GM90 simulation (yel-813

low versus green line, Figure C2), whereas GL90 simulations in which a
GL,[u,v]
n is muted814

within ∆hGL,BBL from the bottom produce virtually identical APE values as the GM90815

simulation (pink lines versus green line, Figure C2). The elevated APE in the former case816

is again explained by the spurious bottom velocities; a strong vertical shear is related817

to more tilted interfaces, via thermal wind balance.818

Appendix D GL90 in isopycnal versus z-coordinates819

The isopycnal coordinate derivation in section 3 differs qualitatively from the deriva-820

tions by Ferreira and Marshall (2006) and Zhao and Vallis (2008), who use z-coordinates.821

We here review the derivation of Zhao and Vallis (2008) and thereafter discuss the dif-822

ferences with the isopycnal approach.823
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Figure C1. 2000-day averages of zonal velocity along a south-north transect at 4◦E for mul-

tiple experiments, all at 1/4◦ horizontal grid spacing: (a) unparameterized, (b) using GM90 with

κGM = 300 m2 s−1, (c) using GL90 with νGL = 300 · f2/N2 m2 s−1, where the factor (1 − b(z̃))

in equation (C2) is skipped, (d)-(h) using GL90 with νGL = 300 · f2/N2 m2 s−1 and different

choices of ∆hGL,BBL.
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Figure C2. Timeseries of available potential energy (APE) for the eight experiments shown in

Figure C1, during spin-up and equilibration. The gray shading marks the 2000-day windows that

were used for time-averaging in Figure C1.
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The Reynolds-averaged velocity equation in z-coordinates is824

Dū

Dt
+∇ ·

(
u′ ⊗ u′

)
+ f × ū = −∇ϕ̄+ ∂zτm, (D1)

where D/Dt denotes the material derivative, ϕ the pressure (divided by the Boussinesq825

reference density), and τm mechanical stresses. The Reynolds stress is the only eddy term826

in this equation.827

The mean buoyancy, b̄ = −gρ̄/ρ0, in a Reynolds-averaged z-coordinate Boussi-828

nesq model is shown by Zhao and Vallis (2008) to be advected by the residual mean ve-829

locity830

ũ = ū+ u∗, (D2)

where the eddy-induced velocity is831

u∗ = −∇×
(
u′b′ ×∇b̄

|∇b̄|2

)
. (D3)

Adding f × u∗ to both sides of equation (D1) leads to832

Dū

Dt
+∇ ·

(
u′ ⊗ u′

)
+ f × ũ = −∇ϕ̄+ ∂zτm − f ×

[
∇×

(
u′b′ ×∇b̄

|∇b̄|2

)]
. (D4)

At this point, we do not have a closed set of equations, as (D4) contains both the Eu-833

lerian and residual mean velocities.834

To obtain an evolution equation for the residual mean velocity, Zhao and Vallis (2008)835

replace Dū/Dt by Dũ/Dt in equation (D4). Following Section 5 of Greatbatch (1998),836

this replacement is justified by a geostrophic argument: as long as Du∗/Dt is order Rossby837

number smaller than f×u∗ then the replacement of Dū/Dt by Dũ/Dt introduces only838

an order-Rossby error in (D4). The resulting evolution equation for the residual mean839

velocity is840

Dũ

Dt
+∇ ·

(
u′ ⊗ u′

)
+ f × ũ = −∇ϕ̄+ ∂zτm − f ×

[
∇×

(
u′b′ ×∇b̄

|∇b̄|2

)]
. (D5)

The rightmost expression in this new equation is an eddy term that needs to be param-841

eterized, and Zhao and Vallis (2008) show how it can be reduced by a series of approx-842

imations to a vertical mixing of momentum with viscous coefficient κGMf2/N2.843

One difference in the isopycnal versus z-coordinate derivations is that the z-coordinate844

approaches of Ferreira and Marshall (2006) and Zhao and Vallis (2008) rely on a geostrophic845

approximation (replace Dū/Dt by Dũ/Dt) to obtain an equation for the residual mean846

velocity, whereas the TWA equation (15) for û is derived without any approximations847

(a point also emphasized by Young, 2012).848

Another difference is that although the residual mean velocity, ũ, advects buoy-849

ancy, it is not immediately clear why it should also advect other tracers, though that con-850

nection can be made with further effort (Plumb & Ferrari, 2005; Bachman et al., 2020).851

In contrast, it is clear from (14) that the TWA velocity û advects all tracers.852

A final key difference is the interpretation of the residual mean velocity ũ in one853

formulation and the TWA velocity û in the other. One obstacle to the widespread adop-854

tion of the residual-mean formulation of Ferreira and Marshall (2006) and Zhao and Val-855

lis (2008) in z-coordinates is the conflict between the two interpretations of the model856

velocity – Eulerian versus residual mean – in different parts of an ocean model. The TWA857

formulation does not suffer from this problem: If the Reynolds average ·̄ is loosely un-858

derstood to represent a spatial averaging operator, as appropriate in any discussion of859

subgrid-scale parameterization, then the TWA velocity û corresponds to the velocity in-860

stantaneously averaged in space over an isopycnal layer whose spatial mean location is861
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known. This interpretation corresponds naturally with the finite-volume approach used862

in many numerical ocean models (e.g. Griffies et al., 2020), although the correspondence863

is not precise because the Reynolds average used here is only a formal mathematical tool864

whose properties are easier to manage than those of a spatial filter. In contrast, the resid-865

ual mean velocity in the z-coordinate formulation is the sum of a Eulerian mean veloc-866

ity plus the eddy-induced velocity (D3). The eddy-induced velocity is somewhat prob-867

lematic in that it is not in general equal to a velocity that has been averaged over any868

known location, although the residual mean velocity can be shown to approximate the869

TWA velocity for small-amplitude perturbations (Tréguier et al., 1997; McDougall & McIn-870

tosh, 2001).871

Open Research872

The parameter settings for the NeverWorld2 experiments used in this paper as well873

as Jupyter Notebooks for analysis are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo874

.8193330 (Loose, 2023). The data and configuration for the unparameterized NeverWorld2875

reference simulations are described in Marques et al. (2022).876
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